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Characterization of the Mineral Trioxide Aggregate-Resin Modified Glass Ionomer Cement Interface in Different Setting Conditions
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Abstract
Introduction: Mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA) has been used successfully for perforation repair, vital pulpotomies, and direct pulp capping. However, little is known about the interactions between MTA and glass ionomer cement (GIC) in final restorations. In this study, two null hypotheses were tested; first: GIC placement time does not affect the MTA-GIC structural interface and hardness, and second: moisture does not affect the MTA-GIC structural interface and hardness. Methods: Fifty cylinders were half filled with MTA and divided into 5 groups. The other half of the cylinders was filled with resin-modified GIC either immediately after MTA placement, after 1 or 7 days of temporization in the presence or absence of a wet cotton pellet. The specimens were then sectioned, carbon coated, and examined using SEM-EPMA for interfacial adaptation, gap formation and elemental analysis. The Vickers hardness numbers (VHN) of the interfacial MTA samples were recorded 24 hours after GIC placement and 8 days after MTA placement and analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) test.

Results: Hardness testing 24 hours after GIC placement revealed significant increase in hardness with increase of temporization time, but not with change of moisture conditions (p <0.05). Hardness testing 8 days after MTA placement indicated no significant differences among groups. SEM-EPMA showed interfacial adaptation to improve with temporization time and moisture. Observed changes were limited to the outermost layer of MTA. The two null hypotheses were not rejected.

Conclusions: GIC can be applied over freshly mixed MTA with minimal effects on the MTA that seemed to decrease with time.

Introduction

Mineral Trioxide Aggregate (MTA) is a cement composed of tricalcium silicate, dicalcium silicate, tricalcium aluminate, calcium sulfate, bismuth oxide, and small amounts of other mineral oxides that modify its chemical and physical properties (1). It was first used to seal off all pathways of communication between the root canal system and the external surface of the tooth (2). It is now widely used as a root-end filling material (1, 3), in vital pulp therapy, including direct pulp capping and pulpotomy of immature teeth (apexogenesis) (4, 5), and as an apical barrier in immature teeth with necrotic pulps (apexification) (6). Lately, it has been successfully used in regenerative endodontic procedures in immature teeth with apical periodontitis (7, 8).

The advantages of MTA include high biocompatibility, radiopacity that is slightly greater than that of dentin, low solubility, and high alkalinity (pH=12.5) that may impart some antimicrobial properties (9). The main disadvantages of MTA are its difficult manipulation and long setting time (10, 11). After the...
MTA powder is mixed with sterile water to make a thick creamy mix, it takes an average of three to four hours for the material to form a solid barrier (12). However, complete setting of MTA may take up to 21 days (13). The hydrophilic nature of MTA makes it an ideal material for different endodontic applications in which contact with blood, body fluids, and moisture is inevitable, but it complicates the same-visit application of the final adhesive restoration, which requires a relatively dry field. Consequently, the application of the restoration usually requires a separate appointment after MTA has reached its initial setting stage.

The current literature contains few studies on GIC-MTA interactions. GIC was found to bond to MTA (14), although bond strength values seem comparatively inferior to that of resin composites (15). Placing GIC after 45 minutes, 4 hours or 3 days of MTA placement did not affect the setting of MTA (16) nor GIC (17). Nevertheless, placing GIC over freshly mixed MTA caused excessive interfacial cracking and void formation compared to calcium hydroxide paste (18). To our best knowledge, a comparison between immediate and delayed placement of GIC over MTA in different setting conditions and the effect of which on the MTA-GIC structural interface and hardness was never attempted.

Therefore, the aim of the present study was to investigate the effect of MTA setting conditions and GIC placement time on the hardness and structural interface of the two materials. Two null hypotheses were tested; first: GIC placement time does not affect the MTA-GIC structural interface and hardness, and second: moisture does not affect the MTA-GIC structural interface and hardness.

Materials and Methods

Mineral Trioxide Aggregate (ProRoot MTA, Dentsply, Tulsa, OK, USA) was mixed with sterile water according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Fifty transparent plastic cylinders (4 mm diameter, 7 mm long) were half filled with the mixture, and the surface of MTA was smoothed using a plastic plunger. The bases of all cylinders were in contact with sterile gauze wetted with distilled water to simulate natural setting conditions (tissue side). The specimens were then randomly divided into 5 equal groups (n=10), and the other half of the cylinders was filled with resin-modified GIC (Fuji II LC, GC Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) and cured for 20 seconds using a curing light (L.E.Demetron 1, Kerr Corp., Danbury, CT) as follows: Group IMM: GIC was applied and cured immediately after MTA placement; Group 1Dw: GIC was applied and cured after MTA was allowed to set for 24 hours in wet condition (covered with a wet cotton pellet) and temporary filling (IRM, Dentsply DeTrey, Konstanz, Germany); Group 1Dd: Same as group 1Dw but in dry condition (with no cotton pellet); Group 7Dw: GIC was applied and cured after MTA was allowed to set for 7 days in wet condition; Group 7Dd: Same as Group 7Dw but in dry condition. In wet condition groups, IRM and cotton pellet were removed using a sharp excavator without touching the MTA surface. It was neither rinsed nor polished afterwards. A gentle stream of air was used to remove excess moisture from the MTA surface before GIC placement. In dry condition groups, IRM was applied on the outermost part of the plastic cylinders with no direct contact with the MTA surface. IRM was later removed using a sharp excavator and any debris was gently blown using an air syringe. All the specimens were stored in an incubator at 95% humidity and 37°C during the entire procedure.
Specimen preparation

The MTA-GIC specimens were embedded in transparent epoxy resin (SpeciFix-20, Struers Ballerup, Denmark). The hardened epoxy resin blocks were sectioned perpendicular to the MTA-GIC interface using a low-speed saw and polished with silicon carbide papers (500-grit to 2000-grit), followed by 0.3 µm alumina suspension on a rotary polishing cloth. The polished sections were then covered with a thin layer of carbon using a carbon coater (JEE-400 vacuum evaporator, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan).

Microstructural analysis of the interface

An electron probe micro analyzer (EPMA-1600e, Shimadzu, Japan) with a built-in Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) was used to analyze the MTA-GIC interface. Using SEM, the following points were investigated on every specimen by two blinded observers: the adaptation of the two materials at the interface, intrinsic crack pattern and propagation, separation of the two materials and location, presence or absence of intermediate layer, and distinctive morphological features in MTA and GIC. The EPMA mapping analysis mode with preset settings (15kV current, 1 µm beam size and 1 μA sample current) was used to detect the elemental distribution of bismuth, fluorine, silicon and calcium along the MTA-GIC interface. The area designated for the mapping analysis was 512 x 512 μm.

Hardness testing

Vickers hardness testing was performed on half of the specimens of each group 24 hours after GIC placement and on the rest of the specimens 8 days after MTA placement using a hardness testing machine (Akashi MVK-H1, Tokyo, Japan) with a 50 gf load and 5 s dwell time. Ten measurements were made for each sample on the MTA side 100 µm away from the interface. The data was statistically analyzed using ANOVA to investigate if there were significant differences among the groups. If ANOVA showed significant differences, a post hoc pairwise comparison was made using Tukey’s test. The level of statistical significance was set at α = 0.05.

Results

Microstructural analysis of the interface

SEM showed that all the groups underwent adhesive separation and gap formation at the interface. Cohesive separation in MTA was also found in all groups, but it was observed more often in the dry condition groups (1Dd and 7Dd) compared to the wet condition groups (1Dw and 7Dw). Isolated island-like structures at the interface consisting of both materials were obvious in Group IMM (Fig.1A), with numerous voids and cracks evident at the interface. All groups exhibited vertical and horizontal cracks in GIC that interconnected with each other in the internal voids within the GIC. The changes observed were limited to the outermost interfacial layer of MTA, and neither the deeper layers of MTA nor the GIC itself seemed affected. As for the EPMA elemental analysis, calcium appeared to be evenly dispersed as densely packed fine particles predominantly on the MTA side. In the wet condition groups, the growth of calcium
crystals was evident at the interface, which appeared to increase in size with time; this observation was not made in the dry condition groups (Fig.1C, 1D). Silicon was observed on both sides; on the GIC side, it was evenly distributed in small particles, while on the MTA side, it took the form of large, widely dispersed clusters. Bismuth appeared as widely spaced, relatively large particles or aggregations of particles on the MTA side only. Fluorine was present as densely packed small particles exclusively on GIC side. Since calcium and silicon were found in both materials, their migration could not be mapped. The bismuth migration to the GIC side was not detected in any of the specimens tested, while the migration of fluorine to the MTA side was detected in one Group 1Dw specimen (Fig.1B).

Hardness testing

The mean and standard deviations for MTA hardness are summarized in Table 1. Twenty-four hours after GIC placement, there were significant differences in hardness (p<0.001) with increased temporization time (IMM < 1Dw < 7Dw), (1Dd < 7Dd), but not with moisture condition (1Dw vs. 1Dd, and 7Dw vs. 7Dd). Eight days after MTA placement, there were no significant differences among all the groups (p = 0.92); nevertheless, there seemed to be a tendency towards higher hardness values (p = 0.059) in the wet condition groups compared to the dry condition groups (1Dw vs. 1Dd, and 7Dw vs. 7Dd).

Discussion

One of the most notable drawbacks of MTA is its prolonged maturation process that often continues past the manufacturer’s stated setting time of 3–4 h (19). Earlier studies reported that the resistance to dislodgment (20, 21), push-out bond strength (13, 22), microbial leakage, and hardness of MTA were all affected over time. Consequently, the placement time of the final adhesive restoration on MTA is of clinical interest. This study did not reject the first null hypothesis. The results showed that even though there were significant differences in MTA hardness values among the groups tested 24 hours after GIC placement, the differences were not significant 8 days after MTA placement. This difference indicates that changes in the MTA hardness were transient and the time of GIC placement did not influence the setting reaction of MTA. These observations agree with earlier reports using laser Raman spectroscopy and stereomicroscopy (16, 17) and also indicate that the changes may be attributed to the slow setting reaction of MTA rather than the interaction with GIC. The interfacial adaptation of MTA seemed to improve with increased temporization time, which may be due to the high affinity of GIC to uptake the hydration water necessary for MTA setting (18). This fact might explain the high incidence of interfacial porosity and cracking observed in group IMM. Nevertheless, adhesive separation and gap formation at the interface were commonly found in all groups. One reason for this phenomenon is the setting contraction of resin-modified GIC, which is comparable to the contraction of resin composites (23). Another reason is the vacuum-related dehydration shrinkage of GIC required for SEM-EPMA procedures, a factor that is not related to the setting reaction of either material (24).

The second null hypothesis was also not rejected as there were no significant differences in hardness between the wet and dry condition groups. However, wet condition groups tended to have higher hardness values. In the literature, there are mixed results regarding the effect of moisture on the properties of MTA,
which may be due to lack of consistency in the definition of dry condition among researchers (13, 20, 25). A possible explanation for the current results is that MTA can acquire the water necessary for maturation from the tissue moisture or even through the root, without the need of a wet cotton pellet (26, 27). Another factor might be the relatively small sample size, since the p value between the two moisture conditions was 0.059. Cohesive separation on the MTA side of dry condition groups may be related to the incomplete setting of interfacial MTA in the dry condition groups. This was also observed earlier and was attributed to the water withdrawal from the MTA into GIC (18). However, this incomplete setting did not seem to significantly affect the hardness of these groups. A notable observation was the formation of calcium salt crystals at the interface in the wet condition groups (Fig.1C). This can be attributed to the normal maturation process of MTA in presence of sufficient moisture, as described in previous studies (28, 29). A fact that might explain its absence in dry condition groups. It was also reported earlier that the presence of calcium salts at the MTA-GIC interface was a result of the interaction of COO⁻ in the polyacrylic acid with the calcium in the MTA (16). It is not clear at this point if the presence of these crystals at the interface would affect the clinical performance of MTA or GIC, but this was beyond the scope of this study.

In cases where direct contact of MTA with the final restoration is inevitable, such as pulpotomy for both primary and immature permanent teeth and perforation repair, it is recommended by the manufacturer to perform a two-visit procedure to place the final restoration (30). In the first visit, a wet cotton pellet is applied over the MTA and the tooth is temporized. In the second visit, the cotton pellet is removed and the permanent restoration applied after the MTA has sufficiently hardened. It would be clinically beneficial for patients and dentists alike if the final adhesive restoration can be placed over MTA during the same visit. This way, the cost and chairside time of the procedure will decrease significantly. Based on the current results, both null hypotheses were not rejected. The effect of GIC placement over MTA after different time intervals and setting conditions was transient. The GIC and deeper layers of MTA did not seem to be affected. Further research is required to assess the long-term clinical outcome of these interfacial reactions. In conclusion, resin-modified GIC can be successfully applied on freshly mixed MTA in a single visit with no expected adverse reactions between the two materials.
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Figure and Table legends

Figure 1: Representative EPMA mapping analysis images with their matching SEM micrographs. MTA: Mineral trioxide aggregate, GIC: Glass ionomer cement. (A) Cohesive separation noted on both sides resulting in an island-like intermediate layer formed of both materials (†) in Group IMM. (B) Evidence of fluorine migration toward MTA side (arrow) in Group 1Dw. (C) Calcium salt crystals (‡) growing to occlude the MTA-GIC interfacial gap in Group 7Dw. (D) Excessive gap formation (§) with mostly adhesive separation pattern in Group 7Dd. [Color legend for EPMA images: green: calcium; blue: bismuth, red: fluorine; yellow: silicon]

Table 1: Mean Vickers hardness values of MTA at the interface. Groups identified by different superscript letters were significantly different at p < 0.05.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IMM</th>
<th>1Dw</th>
<th>1Dd</th>
<th>7Dw</th>
<th>7Dd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean VHN ± SD 24 hrs after GIC placement</td>
<td>18.7± 7.3</td>
<td>42.0± 10.7</td>
<td>47.3± 13.9</td>
<td>67.4± 15.9</td>
<td>60.1± 18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean VHN ± SD 8 days after MTA placement</td>
<td>59.7± 11.5</td>
<td>64.1± 12.3</td>
<td>56.0± 14.6</td>
<td>67.4± 15.9</td>
<td>60.1± 18.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>